THE BIG

PARADE

COME AND JOIN OUR BIG PARADE ON THE 29TH OF MARCH!

This demonstration will gather & unite all citizens who are insatisfied with
the current austerity measures in the vast majority of European states, and
more specifically with the current Belgian government which impoverishes
families, the unemployed, the elderly (& their pension rights) reenforces
selfishness in our society as well as racism & radicalism of all kinds.
We say - we want to move forward, not backward!
Our common demonstration is a creative march which gathers people from
every corner of our country, all focused around TEN HORIZONS for a new society,
or at the very least, a different one!

TEN OTHER
HORIZONS

Common Goods by & for everyone - Fiscal justice & equality - Each
generation can take its rightful place - Solidarity with & for
the poor, and common fight against poverty - A decent job for
everyone - A daily life suitable for each of us - Going ECO is logical
- Power in our diversity -Citizens without frontiers
10 Real Trust in a true democracy !

Together,we will march in the streets of Brussels to proclaim that there is ANOTHER WAY
a real alternative
Departure from North Station at 13h00
TOUT AUTRE CHOSE (native French speakers) & HART BOVEN HARD (native Flemish speakers) are two citizens movements which say NO to the
Government that claims AUSTERITY at any cost and which says there is no other alternative.
We defend solidarity and tolerance, in a world divided by class warfare and ethnic hatred, and the fight against the rise of racism and
intolerance towards the «others», the different ones. We dream of and wish for a society of mutual respect, for everyone, not just the wealthy!
Our movement which rises by and for everyone has called for unity around the symbol
of solidarity between the young, the middle aged and the old, no matter the race,
color, and roots, level of education or religious or atheist beliefs.
Twenty-Five thousand citizens in Belgium have already signed our
«Citizen Declaration», as well as approximately 1400 organizations…. & you ???

www.hartbovenhard.be - www.toutautrechose.be

